LONDON M1 DLAND Ah'D SCOTTISH RAILM'.4Y.

Metropole Buildings,
Northumberland Avenue,
London, W.C.2.
q t h May, 1939-

I have the honour to report for the information of the FiIinisrer of Transport,
in accordance with the Order of the -30th March, t h e result of m y Inquirj. into
the ci~wmstancesof the acc.jdent which occurred at about T I .43 a.m. on Sundaj:,
the ~ q t hMarch, at the south end of CI-e\ve Station on the I-undon Midland and
Scottish Railway.
After the 8.45 a.m. up passenger train, Preston to ICuston, arrived at No. 5
tip platform, the engine and the two leading vehicIes, a b a l e van a n d a bogit
passenger coach, in that order, were detached, for the urpose of being shunted
on to the adjacent up through line at the south end o h e station. The engine
drew the vehicles ahead, bill \r-hen the setting back movement \\-as being made
the shunt was incorrectl?~diverted into h'o. T u p slip siding.
As a result, the right-hand leading corner of the passenger coach came into
contact with the corresponding corner of another (loaded) passenger bogie
vehicle, which had just previously been placed in No. 2 up slip siding and
\\.as standing foul of No. I siding. T h e three vehicles concerned were considerabIy damaged; seven passengers in the stationan; coach upere injured, one
seriously, while one passenger in the leading coach of the s h u n t was also injured.
There was no damage to the permanent way and signalling material.
The engine concerned was No. 2565, tank 0-pe 2-6-4, travelling chimney
first during the propelling movement; it weighed 88 tons in work:ing order.
No. 37862 luggage and parcels van next to it u.eighed 24 tons, and No. 1287
Corridor Third, which was leading, weighed 28 tons. The total weight of the
shunt was, therefore. 140 tons, and the overall length r53 feet 6 inches. .
The stationary vehicle was No. 9920 Vestibule Third brake weighing 30 tons,
and, on being placed in the position already described, it had been coupled t4
four other passenger vehicles (empty) in S o . 2 siding, their weight being 112 tons:.
the overall length of the five standing vehicles was zg6 feet 8 inches, just too long
for the siding ,(which:is dead, ended), and hence the fouling. of the adjacent
.
,
.
No. I h e by the fifth vehicle.
The collision was the result' of' verbal misundentanding between those in.
charge of the shunt movement and the signalman concerned; the former, including the enginemen, were under the impression that the rnotpementhad some
distance to proceed along the main line, and speed w.as, therefore, 10 to I;, m.p.h.,
much in excess of that which would have obtained had il been rea.lkd that
movement into the sidi.ng was to be made. . On the other hand. the signalman
thought that it was intended to move into-KO.2 siding to pick up the five veh.icles.
The weather was clear.
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The south end of Crewe is controlled from Crewe South Juncbon signal
box, ivilich is situated 2843 jrards south of the end of Xo. 5 up platlorrn, and.ori
the west side of the main lines. It is a double store\? stt.uctu!-e, from which an
excellent view of this end of the station is obtained, and it contains a C h w e
type all-electric power frame of 232 working and 10 spare levers.
KO. j up through h e , namely the u p main, is situated alongside, and
immediatklJ- to the west of, KO.j platform line. while No. 5 bay line serves
the east side of tbe platform: No. 6 bav line and KO. 6 platform line serve: the
respective faces of the'next platfom further east.

Between No. 5 platfom Line and No. 5 bay line are located No. I slip and
2 slip lines, and the trading connection serving them in No. j platform
, h e is No. 77; the points lie normal for the main line and are situated 65 yards
north of the signal box. The connection between Nos. I and 2 slip s i b g s is
worked by hand with a weighted lever, the points being thereby " held " so that
they lie normal for No. z. slip. To move the points, the shunter must operate
the lever and hold it in the worked position while movement is taking place; the
points, however, are trailable when moving out of No. 2 slip.
The point of collision, viz., the corner of stationary coach No. g p o (on
No. 2 slip, but foul of No. I), was 147 yards north of the box, and the shunted
vehicles came to a stand on No. I slip with the leading end of coach No. 1287
qo yards further north, viz., the distance traversed by the movement after the
collision occurred.
Opposite the box there is a gantry of down home and up starting signals,
and shunt-back signal No. 18 from the up slow is situated under it. This shunt
signal is solenoid worked and leads in 13 directions, including the two into
Nos. I and 2 slips, for which No.
ints have to be set. The other
r r directions relate to separate routes
l7 worke
rom the box, and include that on
to KO. j up through line, for which No. 77 trai!ing points do not require to be set.
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Report m d Evidence.
The 9.20 a.m., Llandudno to Coventry, passenger train anived on lime
6 platform line at 11.23 a-m.; the leading Third Brake, No. ggm, Rhyl
to Euston, loaded uith a theatrical party, was shunted into No. 2 slip siding, as
it was destined to go forward from Crewe on the Preston to Euston b-ain, which
arrived on No. j p l a ~ o r mline at 11.25 a.m., six minutes late. Marshalled next
to the engine of the Preston train was luggage and parcels van No. 37862,
destined for Wa1th;lmstow on the 2.2 p.m. passenger train to Derby, while the
following vehcle, Third Class No. r 2 27, loaded with another theatrical party for
Bath, was to go fonvard on the 11.55a m . passenger train to Bristol.
It was intended to draw the last-named two vehicles from No. 5 up platform
h e , and then to propel them on to No. 5 up through line to attach No. 1287
to another vehicle which was already standing on that line, pending despatch to
Bath by the 11.55 a.m. train. Thereafter, van No. 37862 was to be drawn
fonvard again and s h u ~ t e dinto No. 2 slip siding for attachment to coach No.
9920 and the four others already mentioned; all six vehicles were then to be
drawn out on to the main line and propelled back on to the Preston bah
on No. 5 platform Line, due to depart a t 12.4 p.m. Van No. 37862
to be drawn from No. 5 platfonn line and placed in No. I slip, to await
war
despat
by the 2-25 p m . train to Derby.
2. Acting Inspector T. H. Ollier was in charge, and his intentions were
fully understood by Yard Foreman H. E. Bourne and by Shunter D. J. Mor
the trafic staff immediately concerned with the operations in question.
movements seem to have been affected by the late arrival of the Preston train;
it was booked to reach Crewe earlier than the Llandudno train by four minutes,
but followed it by two minutes. In the first instance, Ollier appears to have
instructed Bourne to initiate the intended shunts in connection with the Preston
train on No. 5 latform, and he said tbat Botune telephoned accordingly, in his
h*,
horn &at platform, to Signalmm S. Jones; two minutes later, however,
according to OUier's account, he telephoned himself from No. 6 platform, with
Bourne's knowledge, and r m e d Signalman Jones to make the move first with
coach No. 9920 from the landudno train into KO. 2 slip siding.
In fact, Ollier said be cancelled the instructions which Bourne had previously given, his object, which he atlained, havia been to save delay in the
departure of the Llmdudno b i n by first finishing e work in connechon with
that train; it was to depart at 11.33 a.m. and did so, whereas the Preston
train was not due to depart mfil 12.4 .m. Ollier was satis6ed that Signalman
Jones understood what was required.
e did not think that the cancellation of
'mstructions, as described, caused confusion in any way.
3. Foreman Bourne, however, said that there was no contradiction; so
far as Bourne's memory served him, Ollier initiated the instmctions to Jones
by speaking from No. 6 platfom, after which Bourne dealt with the shunt of
coach No. W O , the return of the engine to the Llandudno train,and the despatcb
I.
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oT that train. Thereafter;according toBourne, he proceecled to No. 5 platform,
inlonned Shunter Morgan and Driver Dickinson (of the Preston train) what to
do with the two leading vehicles, 1%~. 37& ancl 1287, as aiready described;
he said that he subwquentiy rang up Signalman Jones and gave him the
following i.nsttuctions in Oliier's hearing a.11d with the latter's concurrence:'' O f d of N o . 5 fidalforrn 20 the maiz h e , ojj dhe main 1bce into iYo. 2 sli*, MEZ of
h'o. .2 difi iwto LVO. 5 ;Jlaifown, md draw 14.9 t . 1 ~s!ip :aitlt one."
Bourne said Chat at this time an engine and coach the latter for Bath) were
standing on KO.5 up through line, the intention being t-hat No. 1287 was to be
attached to the coach and that both would proceed on the 11.55 am. train to
Bristol. R o m e stated that he knew Signalman Jones well and was satisfied
that the latter understood his instructions and what was intended; there was alw
no disagreement with Oilier as to their intentions.
4. On the o!her hand, Sig~almanS. Jones said that he received the fii-st
instruction for the Preston train, which was clue Idore the Llandudno trairr,
aithough, a s describeci, the order of arrival on this occasion wa5 reversed ; he
was also quite clear that Foremm Botme was the fist to give him instructions
regadng the fonncr train:Tire 8.45 a m . ex Preslon arrived at N o . S plnfjorrn and I received
a tRk$lrom cnll frow the station at;d insbmctions from Foreman B o M ~ ~ L ?
the I I .55 a m . North Stafford engine x:as on 1No. 5 mairi line : ' Put
Izim in 6 bay on his f+nin,nnd fhm cut of 5 platform lo pick z@ out 01
il-n. 2 slip, back inlo j #aLjorns, and dvaw from 5 $2al.fovm up the sl$'.
Before this move hnd been commenced, I received orders on the teleplzone
fro& Foreman O l l i ~t h t l k w e was on6 erehicle to came off t l e Bangor'
for Londoti: ' Pat it on them in No. 2 slij), and the?!. back up.' Th-E
it!.stmcctians which I received were z2ol repeated t6 me.:. . .
1 recei-~edmy f i d inslr?xir'on ,from B m m e and the second Astrrrc~:
t i o ~from
~ . Olliw, but 1 worked the second izstructim first. There is no
dordbt itt may migd that that 70ns the order, and I kneu who I was
hiking io. . . .
"

Jones contended that there was no mistmdentanding of instnctions on his
part: " 3ly seliing of the movemmt infa thr siding ~ ~ ~not
c r n~ inistuizc,
.
i t runs n
Mibernte ,,muenzen.i, a d I though! it runs obeyitrg the insiruclions of tlw
lnsfiectar, my idea being llzaf they were going lo +ict'2 11$ tltusc Landons nnd @.id
tlrenr i n N o . 5 filntfornl ". Jones said that had Bourne advised him of the
intention to leave coach No. 1257 on the main linc, he woukl have asked " uhat
Fte ~erardedlo go on KO.5 main line /m,atid wlcat dlze secotld
because he ha2 already me+t/iond the sngirre /or the 11-55a.m.
train ".
Jones had worked with Bourne and Oilier for ycars and they knew each
~ t h e rwell; there had never been any misunderstanding before, m
' d theit- in;tructions werc a h a y s quik definite ". Tones felt that he was misled in
mstance, which, in his experience, was quit'e exceptional. He chew attention to
the speed at which ihc movement was made, and he obviously realised the
jit~~ahon
too late to take preventive action.
Driver
W. Dickinson's evidence made it clear that, after arriving at
5.
No. 5 platform, he received instructions from Shunter Morgm to commence the
lntended series of shunt movements with the hvo leading coaches of his train,
by proceeding in the first place on to So. c, up through linc. H e knew Crewe
~ a r dwell; he had seen the engine and coach standing on this line and tilerefore
k e w how far the propelling movement was to proceed.
"
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After leaving No. 5 platform he brougbi the shunt to a stand on the south
side of the box; Shunter Morgan was on the footpiate, and informed him when
signal No. 18 was cleared. After that, Morgan crnssed to the tireman's side of
the engine, viz., the side (right in direction of movement) on which the sidings
were located. Dickinson said that he immediately commenced the propelling
movement, but he closed the regulator when the engine was passing the gantry,
possibly before the coaches commenced to enter the siding from the inam line.
To his surprise, he realised that this was happening when he observed the coach
next to the engine turning to t h e right, and he made a full brake application on
hearing screams and a shout from the fireman's side of the footplate.
Fireman H. H. Williams confirmed his driver's evidence; he heard Shunter
Morgan's insh-uctions, and there is no doubt that all three men. on the footplate
were taken entuely by surprise; the coIlision appears to have occurred before
the brake was applied, and at a minimum of 10 m-p.h.
Shunter Morgan also generally confirmed Driver Dickinson's evidence; he
had assisted Boume to place coach No. 9920 in So. 2 slip, and thereafter, under
i~lstructionsfrom Bourne, he proceeded to No. j plaiform while Bourne returned
to No. 6 and dealt with the despatch of the Llandudoo train. Worgan detached
the two vehicles from the Preston train and passed on to Dickinson the
instructions received from Bourne for Che intended movements, as already
described. He said that the instnlctions were explicit, and that both he and
Dickinson clearly h e w w h a t was
to be done; he would obviously have
been on the ground. and not on the footplate, had he intended the movements
to enter the siding, in which case it would have been necessary for nim to operate
the points leading to No. 2 siding, i
n which he had just previously placed coach
NO.9920.
i\iorgan estimated that the speed of the collision was 10-IZ m.p.h.; he said
that the movement was made normally, and that this was a reasonable speed
for the proposed shunt along the main line; it was the first occasion on which
he had been wrongly routed at So. IS disc, and be had had five years' experience
as a shunter at Crewe, He appears to have sbouted drectly he realised that
the coaches were entering the siding, and unfortunately it was too jate then to
prevent the collision.
Conclusio~zand Remarks
6. The first point which appears to arise in connection with this accident
is the use of slip siding No. 2, via hand-worked points, for stabling a loaded
p a y n g e r coach. Provided the Preston train bring.. in no theatrical vehicles
Oil h u n d a ~ s ,or other vehicles which require to be detached, I understand tbat
the nornlal practice is for the engine, on its arrival at Crewe, to proceed into
this sibi.ng to pick u p empty coaches, which are stabled therein for strengthening
purposes; further, that although No. I siding is regularly used for stabling loaded
passenger coaches, it is very unusual to use No. 2 slip for h s purpose.
On this occasian, however, it appears that the latter sidmg was so med for
stabling coach No. 90,
in order to save an additional shunt in re-attaching this
coach to the four vehicles, which, as described, were dread standing in the
s i h g and were destined for strengthening the Preston train. dn the other band.
so far as the collision itself was concerned, had coach No. 9920 been placed in
, instead of where it was in No. 2, it SWMS reasonable to assume that
No- resu
I
the
ts of the collision might have been w70rse, as the coach would have
received the full impact of the moving shunt, instead of the glancing blow which
shattered one corner only.
Moreo~er,it is clear that the use of either of these sidings for stabline loaded
passenger vehicles really had no bearing on the collision, which was s o h y due
to incorrect diversion of the shunt movement into the sidings, contran, to the
intentions of the traffic staff concerned. I understand, however, that the placing
of loaded passenger coach No. g920 in No. 2 slip was contrary to practice, and
perhaps to instructions, having regard to the fact that the siding points are
o erated bv hand ; it seern desirable at lcast to ensure in future that any vehicles
p xced theiein are not permitted to remain standing foul of No. r, whether time
c;in thereby be saved or not
7. With regard to the circumstances of the accident itself, there is no d o ~ ~ b t
that Driver Dickinson, Fireman \'i:illims, and Shunter Morgan all acted on the
assumption that the shunt movemcnt in question was bound for S o . 5 u p
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through line; tbey were taken entirely by surprise, ancl the collision can hardly
have occurred at less ban 10 m.p.h. The distance subsequently run indicated
that the brake was not applied until the collision had taken place.
The ca.use of the incorrect routing of the shunt was clearly misunderstanding
between Si alman Jones and the two men who telephoned to him from the
platform. %e weight of OllierJs and Bourne's evidence (although they themselves disagreed as regards the sequence of the conversations), added to that of
Shunter Morgan and the two enginemen, leaves no alternative but the conclusion that jones must have misinterpreted the instructions from the latform.
The presence of the engine and coach standing on No. up through ine may
also have contributed in puthng him off his guard for, as e explained, he would
have raised h e question of the disposal of the engme had he realised that a
shunt movement along that line was desired.
~ h e isk no doubt, however, that Jones thought he was acting correctly, and
the only reasonable explanation appears to be that he must have jumped to the
erroneous conclusion that the usual movement was required, namely, from No. 5
platlom to No. 2 slip road, with a view to returning at once to the Preston train,
~nsteadof the u.nasual movement on to No. S up through line. I can only suggest
that he may have paid insufficientattention to the instructions from the plat€orm,
or more probably forgot what had been said, due to the change in sequence
which both he and Ollier stated had taken place.
Moreover, Jones knew that he had just previously routed loaded coach
No. 9920 into No. 2 slip road, an exceptional movement, and that its destination
was London; in any case, he would have been anticipating the shunt leaving '
No. 5 platform line for the siding in accordance with nolmal working. He would
have expected 1101-ganto operate the hand points, and he was naturally surprised
to lind that the propelling movement was proceeding so fast.
I do not overlook the possibility that the change in sequence of the
instructions may have emanated as the result of the reversal in normal sequence
ot arrival of the Llandudno and Preston trains; nor the fact that, at the time,
the staff were naturally anxious not to cause undue delay, while the instructions
from the platform evidently covered at one time a number of movements. In
all the circumstances, T do not feel that individual responsibility can reasonably
be assessed in this case; it amounts to an extraordinarily unIucky mischance,
which fortunately had no worse results.
All the men concaned had long ex erience, a full knowledge of the working,
and excellent characters. I recommentf however, that the attention of the traffic
staff be drawn to the necessity for exercising the utmost care in describing their
requirements to the signalman, in keeping him informed of the reasons for the
are understood.. I do not feel satisfied
same, and in ensurin that their &es
that the pJat€onn sta were sufficiently explicit on this occasion, and the change
of sequence in their instructions may have indicated some lack of co-operation
or foresight, which it is particularly necessary to safeguard under present-day
pressure of movement.
8. The non-existence of track circuiting had no bearing on this accident,
and the only thing which would have safe arded Signalman Jones's error
would have been an indication at shunt signa No. 18 to show which route had
been set up; the erroneous routing of the movement should thus have become
apparent to the shunter, and1o.r to the enginemen, before it was started. This
signal leads in 13 directions, and I have discussed with the Company's officers
the prac5cability of providing a separate indication for each. It appears that
the majority of shunt-back movements towards the station are covered by it,
and there is a corresponding signal on the adjacent up main which leads in
12 directions.
These signals were introduced some years ago, but, under modern conditions
of pressure of shunting movement of the character in question, it seems very
deslrable that: a dehite i.ndication should be &S layed to inform the driver of
the intended route. Having regzud to the colour- ight resignalling which is now
in progress at Crewe, and to the rebuilding of the South Junction box (on a
new site from which such a good view of the yard will not be obtained), I
recommend that consideration be given to the provision either of full route
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indication a t the two signals in question, or of additional shunt sigmls ior each
junction in succession. The dri\-er \\.oddthus 1-ecei\.e the requisite indication
ol the route over which he is expected to proceed, and, in connection with the
re-signalling generally of this impo~tantinstallation, I hope it \\.ill be f o \ ~ n d
practicable to adopt this principie for all movements conb-olld by shunt signals.

I have the honour to be.
Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

The Secretary,
bfinistn- of Transport.

